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Rising Inequality? Changes in the Distribution of Income
and Consumption in the 1980's
By

DAVID

M. CUTLER AND LAWRENCE F. KATZ*

The 1980's were a period of substantial
increase in family income inequality in the
United States. Between 1980 and 1990 the
share of income accruing to the poorest
quintile of the family income distribution
fell from 5.2 percent to 4.6 percent; the
share to the richest quintile, in contrast,
rose from 41.5 percent to 44.3 percent (U.S.
Department of Commerce, 1991). The large
increases in income poverty and income inequality observed from 1979 to 1983 are not
surprising given the deep recession of the
early 1980's. However, the continued widening of the income distribution and sluggish
decline in the official poverty rate during
the strong macroeconomic expansion of
1983-1989 represent a sharp break from the
postwar historical record (Rebecca Blank,
1991; Cutler and Katz, 1991).
Although income statistics suggest a deterioration in the living standards of a substantial minority of American families over
the last two decades, some researchers (e.g.,
Christopher Jencks, 1984; Daniel Slesnick,
1991) question whether such income data
accurately capture changes in the level and
distribution of material well-being. Changes
in in-kind transfers, for example, can change
the distribution of economic resources without commensurate changes in measured
money income. The rapid growth of meanstested in-kind transfers in the 1970's implies
that standard income measures understate
improvements in living standards for lowincome households during this period. On

the other hand, the slow growth of government in-kind transfers over the last decade
suggests that this source of bias is unlikely
to be important in the 1980's. Systematic
misreporting of income may also make
changes in the distribution of self-reported
income an unreliable measure of true
changes in the income distribution. Finally,
economic theory suggests that permanent
income or consumption is a more accurate
measure of the distribution of resources than
is current money income. To date, the evidence on changes in the distribution of consumption has been limited.
In this paper, we analyze changes in the
distribution of consumption in the 1980's.
We conclude that changes in the distribution of consumption correspond closely to
changes in the distribution of income over
this period. Changes in the family income
distribution thus appear to reflect primarily
changes in permanent income, not transitory income. A "hidden prosperity of the
poor" is not apparent in data on the consumption of disadvantaged individuals.
1. The Distribution of Economic Resources

We use data from the March Current
Population Surveys (CPS) to measure income and data from the Consumer Expenditures Surveys (CES) to measure consumption.1 The annual demographic files of the
March CPS are available annually from

The emphasis in the CES is on gathering expenditure data rather than income data. Since CES income
data appear to be of lower quality than CPS income
data, we use the CPS data for income-inequality comparisons. See the appendix to our earlier paper (Cutler
and Katz, 1991) for detailed descriptions of our CPS
and CES samples and for definitions of our income and
consumption measures.

* Department of
Economics, Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA 02138. We are grateful to David
Ellwood, Christopher Jencks, and Dale Jorgenson for
helpful discussions. This research was supported by the
National Science Foundation (Grant No. SES-9010759)
and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
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1964; the CES, in contrast,was conducted
only periodicallypriorto the 1980's,and has
since been continuous. We use data from
1960-1961 (1964 for the CPS), 1972-1973,
1980,1984,and 1988for our estimates.Since
the CES sampling frameworkand survey
methodologyare muchmore consistentover
the 1980'sthan they are between the earlier
surveys,we focus on the periodsince 1980.
The CPS income measure we employ is
total familymoneyincome.To create a variable that approximateseconomic consumption, we make four adjustments to the
total-expenditures measure (total out-ofpocket expenditures of a consumer unit)
typically presented in summaries of CES
data. First, we exclude contributionsto social security and insurance from expenditures, as these more accuratelymeasuresavings than consumption.Second, we exclude
spendingon owner-occupiedhouses and include the rentalvalue of housing.Third,we
exclude spending on new vehicles and include the consumptionequivalence of the
vehicle stock. Finally,we exclude cash contributionsto persons and organizationsoutside the consumer unit, since these are
measuredless frequentlythan other expenditures. We adjust for family needs using
the equivalencescale implicitin the federal
poverty guidelines established in 1981; the
scale distinguishes families by the total
numberof householdmembers,the number
of children,andwhetherthe householdhead
is elderly or not. We examine alternative
equivalencescales in the next section.
Table 1 shows the distributionof income
and consumption over the past 30 years.
The upper panel presents the share of income by quintile along with the Gini coefficient. The lower panel presents analogous measures for consumption. The
consumption and current money income
distributionsdo providesomewhatdifferent
portraits of the distribution of economic
resources at any point in time. The consumption distributionis substantiallymore
equal than the income distributionin every
year, exactly as is predicted by the permanent-incomehypothesis.
On the other hand, Table 1 illustrates
that the consumptionand income distribu-
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TABLE 1-DISTRIBUTION
OF INCOME AND
CONSUMPTION PER EQUIVALENT PERSON, 1960-1988

Year
Quintile

1960

1972

1980

1984

1988

A. Income Shares (percentages):
1
4.9
5.3
5.0
2
11.5
11.6
11.6
3
17.0
17.0
17.3
4
23.7
23.6
24.6
5
43.1
42.6
41.5

4.4
10.8
16.6
24.1
44.1

4.4
10.7
16.6
24.3
44.2

0.397

0.397

7.8
13.8
18.1
23.3
37.0

7.5
13.5
18.2
23.6
37.2

0.290

0.296

Gini:

0.379

0.371

0.366

B. Consumption Shares (percentages):
1
8.2
9.3
8.4
2
14.0
14.5
14.0
3
18.3
18.5
18.5
4
23.3
23.0
23.2
5
36.2
34.7
35.9
Gini:

0.278

0.253

0.275

Notes: Income data are from the CPS Annual Demographic Supplements, and consumption data are from
the CES. Equivalent persons are defined using the
federal poverty thresholds in place after 1981. Each
family and unrelated individual in the CPS and each
consumer unit in the CES is weighted by its sampling
weight times the number of persons in the unit. Data
for "1960" are 1960-1961 for the CES and 1963 for the
CPS. Data for "1972" are 1972-1973 for both the CES
and CPS.

tions tell a similar story about changes in
the distributionof resources.Both measures
indicatethat the periodfromthe early1960's
to early 1970'swas one of increased equality. The share of income to the lowest quintile of the income distributionincreasedby
0.4 percentagepoints over this period. The
share of consumptionto the lowest quintile
of the consumptiondistributionincreased
by 1.1 percentagepoints. There were corresponding declines in resources at the top
end of the income and consumptiondistributions. Since 1972, however, and particularly in the 1980's, there has been an increase in inequalityin both the income and
consumptiondistributions.The share of income to the lowest quintile declined by 0.3
percentage points from 1972 to 1980 and
declined by 0.6 percentage points in the
subsequent four years. The consumption
changeswere 0.9 and 0.6 percentagepoints
over the same time periods.
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Since 1984, the distributions of income
and consumption have remained relatively
flat. As the experience of the 1960's suggests, however, this result is quite surprising
given strong macroeconomic performance
post-1983. Had the relationship between income inequality and macroeconomic activity
estimated for the 1947-1983 period continued to hold for the remainder of the 1980's,
the share of income to the lowest quintile
would have been 1-percentage-point higher
in 1989 than it was actually observed to be
(Cutler and Katz, 1991).
Conclusions concerning changes in the
consumption distribution in the 1980's do
not appear to be very sensitive to the exact
consumption measure used. If we use total
expenditures in place of total consumption,
the results are quite similar. The results are
also similar if we eliminate the imputed
service flows from durables and just use
nondurable consumption. Our findings of a
widening in the distribution of consumption
closely parallel the much-discussed increase
in income inequality of the 1980's.
In addition to a reduced share of total
consumption, consumption of the poor fell
in absolute terms as well. Between 1980 and
1988, average real per equivalent consumption of the lowest quintile fell from $6,162
to $5,873, a 4.5-percent decline. Consumption of the upper quintile, in contrast, increased from $26,353 to $28,948, a 9.8-percent rise.
II. Adjustments for Family Size

An important issue in the distribution of
resources is adjusting for family needs.
While aggregate income or consumption
comparisons often are expressed in per
capita terms, economic theory does not naturally suggest this family-equivalence scale.
The need for family public goods (security
services or lighting), for example, may be
independent of the number of family members. Goods may also be subject to scale
economies if there are fixed costs in their
provision (house size) or reductions in the
amount wasted with increases in family size.
Finally, some goods (such as home production) may be complements or substitutes for
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households of different sizes or age compositions.'
Adjusting for household needs is potentially quite important. Since wealthier
households are larger than less-wealthy
households, assuming that needs increase
linearly with family size may overinflate the
relative income of the poor. Although the
equivalence scales in the federal poverty
guidelines make some adjustments for family size, the scale is based on the amount of
income required to purchase a nutritionally
adequate diet for a family and does not
directly consider other goods.3
We consider alternative equivalence
scales varying along two dimensions: the
number of persons in the family and the
distribution between adults (persons over
18) and children. Defining A as the number
of adults and K as the number of children,
we parameterize equivalent persons (E) as:
(1)

E= (A + cK)

where c is a constant reflecting the resource
cost of a child relative to an adult, and e
reflects the overall economies of scale in
household size. Estimating equation (1) by
nonlinear least squares for the 45 elements
of the federal poverty scales for nonelderly
households yields c^= 0.76 and e^= 0.61.
We use several other choices of c and e
to form equivalence scales. The first, termed
total consumption, assumes that needs are
unaffectedby familysize (e = 0), so that all
members receive all of total consumption.
This assumption is most appropriate for
goods subject to large economies of scale. A
second measure, per capita consumption,
assumes that needs increase linearly with
family size and that children have needs
identical to those of adults (c = 1, e = 1).

2Edward Lazear and Robert Michael (1988) discuss
these issues in more detail.
3Brigitte Buhmann et al. (1988) and Patricia Ruggles (1990) review the poverty thresholds in greater
detail and summarize empirical studies of family-equivalence scales.
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OF CONSUMPTION,
TABLE 2-DISTRIBUTION
ALTERNATIVE EQUIVALENCE SCALES

Year
Quintile

1980

1984

1988

A. Family Consumption (percentage)
(e = 0):
1
5

8.2
35.2

7.7
37.0

7.9
36.5

Gini:

0.270

0.291

0.286

B. Per Capita Consumption (percentage)
(c=1, e = 1):
1
5

7.3
39.8

6.9
40.6

6.4
41.0

Gini:

0.323

0.335

0.344

C. ConsumptionEquivalents (percentage)
(c = 0.4, e = 0.5):
1
5

9.1
34.3

8.4
35.9

8.4
35.8

Gini:

0.251

0.272

0.273

Notes: Consumption data are from the CES. The number of equivalent persons in a family is E = (A + cK)e,
where A is the number of adults (over 18 years old),
and K is the number of children. Each consumer unit
is weighted by its sampling weight times the number of
persons in the unit.

Existing literature suggests that neither
of these two equivalence scales is appropriate, however. Angus Deaton and John
Muellbauer(1986) and Lazear and Michael
(1988),for example,estimatechildcare costs
at about 40 percent of adult costs. Estimates of the scale parameter(e) are less
uniform (Buhmann et al., 1988). We combine an intermediate estimate of e = 0.5
with the consensus estimate of c = 0.4 to
form our final measure of family needs,
which we denote consumptionequivalents.
Table 2 shows the effect of the choice of
alternativemeasuresof familyneeds on the
distributionof consumption.We draw two
conclusionsfrom this comparison.First, the
level of inequalityis quite sensitive to the
measureof householdneeds. Using the federal poverty scale, the lowest quintile received 7.5 percent of total consumptionin
1988.With the per capita scale, the shareof
the bottomgroupwas only 6.4 percent,while
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the consumption-equivalentscale suggests
an 8.4-percentshareof total consumption.
Second, provided there is some reasonable adjustmentmade for familysize, trends
in the distributionof consumptionappear
to be similarfor differentmeasuresof needs.
The poverty-equivalencescale suggests a
decline in consumptionof the lowest quintile of 0.9 percentagepoints over the 1980's.
The per capita measure also suggestsa decline of 0.9 percentagepoints, and the consumption-equivalentmeasures suggests a
similar change (0.7 percentage points). In
all of these measures, there is an equally
dramaticincreasein consumptionof the top
quintile.
Inequalitytrends for the total-consumption measure(e = 0) are differentfromthose
with a scale adjustment.With the total-consumptionmeasure,there is a decline in the
consumptionshare of the bottom quintile
between 1980 and 1984, but this is somewhat reversedin the succeedingfour years.
While there is no evidenceof an increase in
consumptionat the lower end, there is only
a small decline in consumption over the
1980's.
Since economictheorysuggeststhat some
adjustmentfor familysize is important,and
since estimatedequivalencescales generally
reject the total consumption formulation,
we believe the poverty-equivalencescale or
consumption-equivalentscale to be much
more naturalmeasuresof householdneeds.
Both of these measuressuggestincreasesin
consumptioninequalityin the 1980'ssimilar
to widelycited trends in familyincomes.
III. Who Are The Poor?

Althoughtrends in the distributionof income and consumption in the 1980's are
similar,a comparisonof the two at a point
in time is likely to be different. Since the
consumption distributionis more concentrated than the income distribution,poverty
ratescomputedusingconsumptionare likely
to be lower than povertyrates using current
income. In addition, the service-flowcomponent of consumption(housing and vehicles) is not uniform among the population,
suggesting a different composition of the

TABLE 3-INCOME
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AND CONSUMPTION POVERTY,

Demographiccomponent

1988

Percentagein poverty
Income Consumption

Total
Children(age 0-17)
Adults(age 18-64)
Elderly(age 65+ )

13.1
19.7
10.5
12.0

10.3
17.7
8.0
5.1

By sex of familyhead
Male
Female

7.7
28.4

5.3
22.4

By raceof familyhead
White
Nonwhite

10.2
29.0

6.7
29.8

By educationof familyhead
Less thanhighschool
Highschool
Some college
Collegegraduate

28.7
12.1
7.7
2.8

24.1
9.5
4.6
1.3

Notes: Income data are from the CPS Annual Demographic Supplement, March 1989, and consumption
data are from the 1988 CES. Povertyrates are calculated using the official federal povertythresholdsfor
1988. All povertyrates are for individuals;persons in
families and unrelatedindividualsare included in all
calculations.

poor using a consumption measure of
povertyrelativeto an income measure.
We examine these issues in Table 3. The
first panel of the table shows income and
consumptionmeasuresof the overallpoverty
rate and of poverty rates by age.4 Income
povertyrates (13.1 percent) are higher than
consumptionpovertyrates (10.3 percent),as
the permanent-incomehypothesissuggests.
The difference is particularlyacute for the
elderly. In 1988, income poverty for the
elderly was above that for adults, although
the gap has narrowedover time. Consumption poverty for the elderly is far below
consumption poverty for adults and children, however. The difference between income and consumption poverty for the
elderlyis drivenby the substantialunderes4We use the officialpovertythresholdsfor 1988 to
maintain comparability with published estimates.
Slesnick (1991) compares income and consumption
povertyrates using alternativemeasuresof consumption and familyneeds.

timate of the consumptionvalue of housing
for the elderly in standard income-based
measures coupled with the lower shares of
income devoted to social-insuranceexpenditures of the elderly. As the consumption
column makes clear, the most substantial
povertyproblemin the United States today
is among the nonelderly, and particularly
children. Povertyrates for children,for example, are more than three times those for
the elderly.
The remaining panels of Table 3 show
income and consumptionpoverty rates for
various demographic components of the
population. With the exception of families
headed by nonwhites,consumptionpoverty
rates are lower than income poverty rates
for all groups. The largest differences between income and consumptionpovertythus
appearto be for differentage groups.
IV. Conclusions
Our work on income and consumption
distributionsleads to two primaryconclusions. First, trends in income and consumption inequality closely parallel each other
during the 1980's. We have also found in
earlier work (Cutler and Katz, 1991) that
changes in the distributionof labor-market
earningsare the key factorin recentchanges
in family income and consumptioninequality. Althoughshifts in relativelabordemand
against less-educated and "less-skilled"
workersundoubtedlyare a majorreason for
these shifts in the labor-marketoutcomes,
researchon the underlyingreasonsfor these
demand shifts (e.g., technological change,
increasedinternationalcompetition,etc.) is
still incomplete(see FrankLevyand Richard
Murnane[1992]for a survey).
Second, our results suggest that macroeconomic growth is not the panacea for
the disadvantagedthat many had thought it
to be. Historically,the poor have gained
substantially during periods of strong
macroeconomic performance. The period
from 1983 to 1989, however, suggest that
other, coincident changes in labor demand
have been large enough to overwhelmthe
traditionalbenefits to the disadvantagedof
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macroeconomicexpansion.While the recent
recession is proof enough that poor macroeconomic conditions adversely affect the
standing of the poor, it no longer appears
true that macroeconomicgrowth alone will
boost the fortunesof low-incomefamilies.It
appearsthat more activistanti-povertypolicy will be necessary to overcome secular
trends in labor demand.
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